
A New Leaf
(Elaine May, 1971, USA, 102 minutes)

Writer-director-star Elaine May’s fi rst feature concerns stunted 
manboy Henry (Walter Matthau) who, having squandered 
his inherited wealth, plots to marry and murder the rich and 
maladjusted Henrietta (May). Behind the lens, May constructs 
a bevy of clever visual gags, and her script is packed with more 
ironic barbs than a classic Simpsons episode. The physical 
comedy radiates, too: Who else could navigate a nightgown as 
if she’s never considered what it’s like to have a head, or limbs? 
May’s comic brilliance touches every part of the screen here, in 
one of the most mordant (and hilarious) rom-coms ever made.

Sept 30
7pm

Wood and Water
(Jonas Bak, 2021, Germany/France/Hong Kong, Cantonese, 

English, and German with English subtitles, 79 minutes)
Jonas Bak’s deeply moving fi rst feature portrays Anke, a recently 
retired widow living in Germany’s Black Forest region. Passing a 
quiet domestic life of lonely meals and Tai Chi practice via You-
Tube, Anke boldly decides to fl y to Hong Kong to visit her way-
ward son. Anke is played by the fi lmmaker’s own mother, and 
her performance is astonishingly serene and naturalistic. Her 
son’s fi lm shares these qualities, opening up ever-wider in its 
fi nal moments, as Anke’s tentatively reinvigorating journey re-
sumes amid a Hong Kong on the brink of brutal transformation.

Oct 21
7pm

Destello Bravío
(Ainhoa Rodríguez, 2021, Spain, Spanish with English subtitles, 98 minutes)

In the hinterlands of southwestern Spain, an old-world, pat-
riarchal society is being transformed by strange desires in 
Ainhoa Rodríguez’s striking feature fi lm debut. Where the 
village’s male inhabitants seem content to get drunk, gossip 
stupidly, and mumble into the karaoke machine, the women 
are telling each other fantastic stories, observing supernatural 
moons, and transforming supper club soirées into orgiastic 
releases. Rodríguez casts the fi lm with older, non-professional 
actors from her birthplace, the Extremadura region of Spain. 
Rigorously composed long takes and a stellar sound design 
underscore the ways in which these characters’ uncanny dream 
worlds compensate for lives only half-lived.

Oct 8
7pm

Make Way for Tomorrow
(Leo McCarey, 1937, USA, 91 minutes)

Orson Welles called it “the saddest movie ever made” but Make 
Way for Tomorrow is so much more than a tear-jerker. A 
Depression-era couple (Victor Moore and Beulah Bondi) summon 
their adult children for one last visit before the bank takes away 
their home. After some discomfi ting family debate, the couple 
is separated and sent to live uneasily among the middle-class 
strivers their o� spring have become. Director McCarey’s typically 
stoic restraint pays o�  with an astonishingly moving fi nal act, 
as the briefl y reunited couple steal away moments of happiness, 
remembrance, and freedom.

Oct 23
2pm

Simone Barbès or Virtue
(Marie-Claude Treilhou, 1980, France, French with English subtitles, 77 minutes)
This long-overlooked debut from Marie-Claude Treilhou plays 
out in three langourous settings; the fi rst is a porn theater lobby, 
where leather-clad attendant Simone (Ingrid Bourgoin) and her 
coworker (Martine Simonet) mix it up with the gents and goblins 
scurrying past; later, Simone meets her girlfriend at what may 
be the most charming lesbian bar ever depicted on screen; and 
later still, Simone has a delicate, ambiguous exchange with 
a stranger on the prowl. This simple story about warding o�  
wee-hour loneliness is su� used with rich atmospheres and 
unexpected gestures, like a fake mustache torpedoed by real tears.

Oct 7
7pm

White Dog
(Samuel Fuller, 1982, USA, 90 minutes)
Unceremoniously buried by nervous execs at Paramount before 
its 1982 release, Samuel Fuller’s powerful and uncompromising 
look at American racism examines the e� orts of a black 
Hollywood animal trainer (Paul Winfi eld) to deprogram a 
racist dog, with a naive actress and fi rst-time pet owner (Kristy 
McNichol) portraying the white ally. If the setup sounds like 
pure pulp (and it did to Paramount, who revived the long-
foundering script with the hopes of creating a “Jaws with 
paws”), you underestimate the moral acuity of last-minute-hire 
Samuel Fuller, whose eclectic direction transforms the source 
material into something outraged and heartbreaking.

Oct 14
7pm

El Planeta
(Amalia Ulman, 2021, Spain, English and Spanish with English subtitles, 80 minutes)
Multidisciplinary artist Amalia Ulman describes her fi rst fi lm 
as “a comedy about eviction.” Set sometime after the 2008 
recession in Gijón, Spain, El Planeta depicts a mother and 
daughter careening toward homelessness yet keeping up ap-
pearances by scamming, shoplifting, skipping out on dinner 
bills, and otherwise practicing plain denial. The delightful co-
stars - director Amalia and her real-life mother Ale - exude a 
breezy chemistry as the calamities and humiliations mount. 
Pitched somewhere between a 30s screwball and a 90s indie, El 
Planeta is a sardonic, thoroughly entertaining depiction of two 
women wryly enduring the aftershocks of economic crisis.

Oct 22
7pm

The Viewing Booth
(Ra’anan Alexandrowicz, 2019, USA, English, Hebrew,  
Arabic with English subtitles, 72 minutes)
The Viewing Booth explores a space ostensibly o� -limits 
to cinema – the internal experience of the viewer. In a lab-
like space, Maia Levy, a young American woman, watches 
videos portraying life in the West Bank city of Hebron while 
verbalizing her thoughts and feelings in real time. Although 
she is an enthusiastic supporter of Israel, the images in the 
videos, disseminated for the most part by the Human Rights 
organization B’Tselem, contradict some of Maia’s deep-seated 
beliefs. Empathy; anger; embarrassment; personal biases and 
healthy curiosity – all play out before our eyes as we watch her 
watch the images created by the Occupation.

Oct 15
7pm

September & October 2021
All screenings are free and open to the public and are coordinated 
and sponsored by Duke University’s Cinematic Arts Program. Unless 
otherwise noted, screenings take place in the Rubenstein Arts Center’s 
Film Theater (2020 Campus Drive, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708).

Screen/Society provides film programming for the Triangle com-
munity, specializing in global art films and repertory programs. The free 
screenings take place in the Rubenstein Arts Center’s Film Theater, a 100-
seat venue that projects archival 35mm, 16mm and 4K Digital Cinema. 
Screen/Society is organized and programmed by Hank Okazaki and Jason 
Sudak of Duke Cinematic Arts. Parking info: artscenter.duke.edu/parking
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Oct 28 / 7pm
Re-Animator

(Stuart Gordon, 1985, USA, English, 35mm, 105 min)
H. P. Lovecraft and Lucio Fulci did not team up 
to make the most amazing gore-sex grotesquerie 
of 1985. But thanks to Re-Animator, they didn’t 
have to. Herbert West (Combs) is a new student at 
Miskatonic University. He also moonlights as a mad 
scientist, intent on perfecting a serum that “re-
animates” corpses. Soon, everyone wants a piece of 
the action, including an evil professor and his army 
of slime-covered deadites.  With berserker direction 
from Stuart Gordon, career-defi ning roles from 
horror icons Barbara Crampton and Je� rey Combs, 
and a scene of two adults chasing an undead cat 
in a basement, Re-Animator is where science 
meets chaos to produce an hyperactive overdose of 
gruesome insanity. 

Oct 29 / 7pm
The Thing

(John Carpenter, 1982, USA, English, 109 min)
Director John Carpenter took the 1951 sci-fi  classic 
The Thing from Another World, produced by Howard 
Hawks, and turned it into something darker, fi ercer 
and altogether more disturbing, pitting sombrero-
wearing helicopter pilot Kurt Russell and a crew of 
Arctic scientists against a ravenous, shape-shifting 
alien being. From the haunting opening shots of a 
sled dog fl eeing across the snow to the apocalyptic, 
fi re-and-ice ending, this ranks with Ridley Scott’s 
Alien as one of the fi nest (and most beautifully 
crafted) sci-fi  fi lms of the past forty years, replete 
with imagery often verging on the Dalí-esque.

Oct 30 / 7pm
Jennifer’s Body

(Karyn Kusama, 2009, USA, English, DCP, 102 min)
Newly minted cult-classic status greets this fi lm, 
written by Diablo Cody and directed by Karyn 
Kusama, concerning two best friends Jennifer 
(Megan Fox) and Needy (Amanda Seyfried) nav-
igating teenage bestie co-dependency and the 
small problem of Jennifer being turned into a 
boy-eating succubus. It is more revenge story than 
vampire thriller, intent on subverting horror hero-
ine tropes, skewering the typical commodifi cation 
of women onscreen, and showcasing a kind of in-
timacy between teen girls rarely seen in movies.


